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Nekogahara: Stray Cat Samurai 1-Hiroyuki Takei 2016-10-25
Rurouni Kenshin Vol 1-Nobuhiro Watsuki
Scott Pilgrim Vs. the World-Bryan Lee O'Malley 2010 The second Scott Pilgrim volume!
Rurouni Kenshin, Vol. 2-Nobuhiro Watsuki 2004-01-20 The battle to decide the fate of Meiji-era swordsmanship has begun! Action, romance, and historical intrigue
help make Nobuhiro Watsuki's Rurouni Kenshin, the tale of a wandering swordsman set against the backdrop of the Meiji Restoration, one of the most popular Shonen
Jump titles among fans to date. Himura Kenshin, once an assassin (or hitokiri ) of ferocious power, now fights to protect the honor of those in need. When the chief of
the Police Sword Corps himself comes asking for favors, things must be bad. Hitokiri Udô Jin-e--a black-hatted, crazy-eyed slayer who fells both targets and innocent
bystanders alike--is steadily working his way through a list of former Ishin Shishi patriots now ensconced within position of power in the Meiji government. Can Kenshin
withstand the hypnotic, paralyzing effect of Jin-e...?

Pokémon Adventures Collector's Edition, Vol. 1-Hidenori Kusaka 2020-04-14 All your favorite Pokémon game characters jump out of the screen into the pages of
this action-packed manga! A stylish new omnibus edition of the best-selling Pokémon Adventures manga, collecting all the original volumes of the series you know and
love. When Pokémon Trainer Red encounters a challenger he can’t fight alone, he must join up with Blue, his former nemesis, and Green, a thief. This unlikely trio and
their Pokémon will need to learn to work as a team if they’re going to defeat their mutual enemy! Collects the original Pokémon Adventures volumes 1, 2 & 3!

Rurouni Kenshin-Nobuhiro Watsuki 2007 Also a hit anime series, this book is a mix of historical detail, spectacular battles and romantic comedy.

Library Journal- 2004

Claymore, Vol. 5-Norihiro Yagi 2006-12-05 A New York Times best selling, multi-arc, character-driven story with great battles and strong-willed females that will
appeal to males and females alike. In a world where monsters called Yoma prey on humans and live among them in disguise, humanity's only hope is a new breed of
warrior known as Claymores. Half human, half monster, these silver-eyed slayers possess supernatural strength but are condemned to fight their savage impulses or
lose their humanity completely. The Claymore warrior Teresa has broken the cardinal rule that forbids her kind from killing humans. In time, a group of Claymores
comes to kill her, and yet Teresa defeats them all with her superior skill and experience. But rather than slay the powerful ringleader, Teresa decides to spare her
instead--an act of human weakness that will have devastating consequences for them all.

Aoharu X Machinegun-Naoe, 2016-08-30 Hotaru has been handed her walking papers from Toy Gun Gun, but she's not going down without a fight--or several!
Battling her way back on the team will be just the first step if she wants to be a serious competitor, though. And when a face from the past emerges, the hurdles Hotaru
has to overcome to secure her spot on the team increase exponentially!

Ai Yori Aoshi-Kou Fumizuki 2004-09-14 Against her family's wishes, Aoi Sakuraba decides to marry Kaoru Hanabishi, her love of eighteen years, and they face many
obstacles with their families.

Yu-Gi-Oh! 5D's, Vol. 1-Masahiro Hikokubo 2012-03-26 A high-speed Turbo Duel through the streets of Satellite brings Yusei Fudo and his friend Sect face-to-face with
an urban legend incarnate! Will Yusei lose Sect to the Skeleton Knight? And what sinister plans does Jack Atlas, master of New Domino City, have in store for Yusei?
Card included with the first printing only. -- VIZ Media

Samurai Deeper Kyo-Akimine Kamijō 2003 1604 A.D. Four years after a devastating civil war, Yuya Shiina earns a living by hunting outiaws. When she captures Mibu
Kyoshiro for a small bounty, she has no idea about the dark secret he carries within. Kyoshiro shares his body with the spirit of Onime-no-Kyo, a legendary assassin who
has slain a thousand men.

The Hero and His Elf Bride Open a Pizza Parlor in Another World (light novel)-Kaya Kizaki 2018-11-13 After being struck and killed by a pizza delivery bike,
Kaito is given the option to be reborn in an alternate world as one of three "hero" classes: 1. A swordsman; 2. A magician; or 3. A hero who saves the world with pizza.
When the first two options are quickly taken, Kaito is forced to live his second life as a hero endowed with the power of pizza, in a land of an herbivorous race of
elves...one of whom happens to be his new wife! What kinds of pizza-related adventures lie ahead for our "High-Calorie Hero" and his food-obsessed elf bride?

Rurouni Kenshin, Vol. 28-Nobuhiro Watsuki 2011-12-12 As the feared assassin of the Bakumatsu, Himura Kenshin killed in the name of the new era. As the rurouni
of Meiji, he wielded a sakabatô to protect those who couldn't protect themselves, all along holding true to his vow to never take another life. Now Kenshin's fight with
Enishi has entered its final stage, as has his quest for atonement. Will another life be required to complete the circle? The road of redemption has been a long one for
the world-weary swordsman, but now that Kenshin has found the will to live, can he muster the strength to survive? Find out in the final, unforgettable volume of
Nobuhiro Watsuki's international manga sensation, Rurouni Kenshin. Exclusive double-sided poster inside! -- VIZ Media

Good Morning-Ritsu Natsumizu 2012 One morning, Hayashi wakes up naked - next to another man. That man: Shinohara, a client everyone says is gay! Hayashi, hung
over with no memory of the night before, is horrified when Shinohara tells him they slept together. He doesn't know Shinohara is lying! Plus, normally a cool character,
Shinohara's turned beet red, and he's crying and yelling... and incredibly, Hayashi thinks this new Shinohara is kinda cute!

Soul Eater-Atsushi Ohkubo 2014-04-08 With Doctor Stein unable to carry on, Maka, Kid, and Black*Star enter the magnetic field to take up the mission and locate the
tempestuous demon tool known as Brew. Time is quickly running out as the three face off against Mosquito, struggling to harmonize their wavelengths within the
magnetized vortex. They'll be lucky to escape with their lives, let alone the demon tool!

Tokyo Ghoul: Past-Shin Towada 2017-04-18 Before the steel frame incident in the 20th Ward, there were reports of Ghouls lurking among the masses in Tokyo,
carefully stalking their prey. This novel covers the events that occurred before the opening act of Tokyo Ghoul—a time when Kaneki was still human, the Kirishimas still
lived together, and Rize enjoyed her feasts. -- VIZ Media

Golden Kamuy-Satoru Noda 2019-08-20 Sugimoto and his friends head for Kushiro in order to escape Lieutenant Tsurumi’s pursuit. Meanwhile, Lieutenant Tsurumi
himself leads members of the 7th Division to Otaru following rumors of the tattooed skins. Awaiting them are two of the most desperate and dangerous outlaws of the
north—the Lightning Thief and his wife, the wicked Viper Ogin—and they’re both heading straight for Lieutenant Tsurumi! -- VIZ Media

The Girl From the Other Side: Siúil, a Rún Vol. 10-Nagabe 2021-04-13 REVELATIONS Shiva has escaped, thanks to the agonizing decision made by the king of the
Insiders to betray his kingdom. Now, with locket in hand, Shiva has returned to the cottage to rejoin Teacher. What she discovers there will bring her to tears as an
unimaginable truth comes to light.

Bakuman。, Vol. 2-Tsugumi Ohba 2011-06-07 After Moritaka and Akito collaborate on a manga together, they venture to publishing house Shueisha in hopes of
capturing an editor's interest. As much potential as these two rookies have, will their story impress the pros and actually get printed? -- VIZ Media

Rurouni Kenshin, Vol. 4-Nobuhiro Watsuki 2011-07-09 Shinomori Aoshi was once the leader of Edo Castle's elite guard, the Oniwabanshû. But with the fighting at an
end and the shôgunate overthrown, the brilliant Aoshi and his four most loyal onmitsu, or spies, find themselves without a home or a purpose. When fighting is your
life, loyalty to those lost ideals (and to the man who most symbolized them) may be the one thing left. But Megumi's life is at stake, and however sympathetic Kenshin
may feel, he will fight on, to the last man if necessary... -- VIZ Media

Nekogahara: Stray Cat Samurai 2-Hiroyuki Takei 2017-01-10 RONIN IN THE RAW Proud stray-samurai, Norachiyo, continues his journey to find his peace while
escaping his haunting past. Along the way, he s crossed paths with a few ne er-do-well cats and now his shadow is trailed by a clowder of fiendish felines out for blood.
The secret police, a molly ninja, and a self-righteous pretty boy are just a few of those looking to take on Norachiyo. But can they prevail against a cat who once slew a
god ?"

Hikaru No Go 1-Yumi Hotta 2007-10-01 Sixth-grade Hikaru Shindo's discovery of a bloodstained game board leads to an encounter with the ghost of Go master
Fujiwara-no-Sai and the formation of an unbeatable Go team.

Hellsing Deluxe Volume 1-Kohta Hirano 2020 With supernatural horrors haunting the streets and preying upon humanity, the shadowy Hellsing Organization fights
back against hell's minions. And Hellsing has a secret weapon in their arsenal: the vampire lord Alucard, whose terrifying powers are needed more than ever as an
army of the undead marches on London beneath the banner of the swastika! Collects Hellsing chapters 1-27 from Hellsing Volumes 1-4.

Golden Kamuy, Vol. 9-Satoru Noda 2019-04-16 After their run-in with the mad taxidermist Edogai, Asirpa, Sugimoto and Shiraishi still have unfinished business in
Yubari. But if their goal is to meet Noppera-bo face-to-face, they will need to hear Shiraishi’s story about how he escaped from the hellish Abashiri prison the first time.
Toshizo Hijikata would also like to have a little chat with them regarding Noppera-bo, and there is the matter of the 7th Division, whose members are closing in... -- VIZ
Media

The Honor Student at Magic High School-Tsutomu Sato 2015-11-17 A century has passed since magic--true magic, the stuff of legends--has returned to the world.
It is spring, the season of new beginnings, and a new class of students is about to begin their studies at the First National Magic University Affiliated High School,
nickname: First High. A manga spin-off of the immensely popularlight novel series The Irregular at Magic High School, The Honor Student at Magic High School
follows the events of the original series as seen through the eyes of Miyuki Shiba, Tatsuya's sister. The life of an honor student comes with a lot of expectations...and
unexpected hidden feelings?!

Yu-Gi-Oh! 5D's, Vol. 9-Masahiro Hikokubo 2016-04-05 Yusei and Goodwin are locked in their final Duel. Having now harnessed the power of the Ultimate God,
Goodwin can turn Yusei’s Duel Dragons against him. The assault may be more than Yusei can bear and he will need his friends’ help to have any chance of winning, but
will it be enough? -- VIZ Media

Living-room Matsunaga-san-Keiko Iwashita 2019-02-19 It seems no amount of secret ardor can get Matsunaga-san to return Meeko's feelings, but the summer
brings with it a fresh wave of shocking developments. An unfortunate coincidence convinces Matsunaga-san that Meeko is dating Ryo-kun, but luckily, Meeko manages
to resolve the misunderstanding with Ryo-kun's help. But what secrets lie in Matsunaga-san's past? And will he find out she kissed him when he was sick?! From
explosive start to finish, you won't be able to tear your eyes away from volume 5 of this boarding house love story!

Silver Spoon, Vol. 15-Hiromu Arakawa 2020-09-22 Hachiken's last-minute decision to apply to Ooezo University of Animal Husbandry has him scrambling to cram as
much studying as he can into a few short months! Over the course of his Ezo Ag career, Hachiken has never been one to shy away from hard work, from organizing
pizza parties to making festival preparations to starting his own business-not to mention slaving away in service of the livestock! This final push will set Hachiken and
Silver Spoon on the path to a successful future!!

Air Gear Omnibus-Oh!Great 2015
7thGARDEN-Mitsu Izumi 2018-01-02 After a fierce battle with Angel Levi, Maria travels to another world, and the secret of 7thGARDEN is fully revealed. Can this
realm of gnomes, angels and demons solve humanity’s problems? Or is it just a game board for powerful elites to exploit everyone else? Either way, why are the most
tragic historical events being reenacted there...? Will we never learn from history? -- VIZ Media

Candy Color Paradox, Vol. 2 (Yaoi Manga)-Isaku Natsume 2019-06-11 Kaburagi and Onoe still bicker constantly, but at the end of the day they’re firmly in love. But
suddenly Kaburagi’s sister Noriko shows up! Apparently, the two of them don’t get along very well...or at all, really. But Noriko does manage to hit it off with Onoe, and
the two start hatching plots to knock Kaburagi’s ego down a peg or three... -- VIZ Media

Lucky Star-Kagami Yoshimizu 2009 Konata Izumi is a high school girl who isn't interested in much besides anime and video games. Join her and her friends in their
laid-back life style.

Psyren, Vol. 1-Toshiaki Iwashiro 2012-03-19 "Save me!" Those were Sakurako Amamiya's last words to her friend Ageha Yoshina before she mysteriously went
missing. Now Ageha's on a quest to find her. He's convinced that the mythical Psyren Secret Society has something to do with the recent rash of disappearances. And
now he seems to be caught up as a player in their very deadly game... -- VIZ Media

Yu-Gi-Oh! 5D's, Vol. 7-Masahiro Hikokubo 2015-03-03 Rex Goodwin and Jack Atlas reach the end of their epic duel, and Goodwin demonstrates his ancient power.
Elsewhere, Crow Hogan has released the other Duelists sealed by Lazar, but it’s too late for them to go to Yusei’s aid now. High in Aerial Fortress Seibal, Yusei battles
the Skeleton Knight to reach Sect...! -- VIZ Media

Kaze Hikaru-Taeko Watanabe 2016-08-02 When word arrives that the renowned assassin Sakamoto Ryoma is active again, the Shinsengumi must come up with a plan
to stop him. Sei, still undercover as the male warrior Kamiya Seizaburo, tries to persuade her superiors that he’s not the threat they believe him to be, but to no avail.
Will she take matters into her own hands, despite the risk to herself and her troop? -- VIZ Media

Yu-Gi-Oh! 5D's, Vol. 5-Masahiro Hikokubo 2013-11-05 Kalin’s handless combo Type Zero has Jack backed into a corner! However, the King just might have a secret
plan for victory. Meanwhile, the Skeleton Knight appears and tells Yusei that Sect is in the aerial fortress beyond the Duel Gate! Can Yusei’s loyalty overcome Sect’s
thirst for power and save Sect from the Skeleton Knight? Card included with the first printing only. -- VIZ Media

Triage X-Shouji Sato 2017-07-18 A new, unknown jet injector is lose in the city, sowing the seeds of chaos and death. The humans she infects turn into frothing, raving
white-haired maniacs driven to torture and kill. And what's worse--anyone who comes into close contact with these monsters is liable to become one themselves. Tatara
and Suzue are in trouble--will Black Label reach them in time!?

Maiden Rose-Fusanosuke Inariya 2010-07-20 Klaus von Wolfstadt, from one of the nations of the "Western Alliance," has left his duty as a soldier to his nation in order
to be a knight to Taki Reizen, commander of the 15th division "Maiden Rose," whose country has an alliance with "Eurote," an enemy of the Western Alliance. The story
follows their romance as it evolves from friendship, to love, and finally, to hatred!

your name. Another Side:Earthbound, Vol. 2 (manga)-Makoto Shinkai 2019-12-24 Mitsuha Miyamizu may be experiencing a mysterious bond with an unfamiliar
Tokyo boy, but she's not the only member of her shrine-keeping family with transcendent connections. Her little sister, Yotsuha, finds herself getting a curiously closer
look at the Miyamizu traditions. Their father, Toshiki, remembers his wife, Futaba, and all the love and pain. Discover more stories from the world of the award-winning
film your name. and see the town-and history-of Itomori in a new light.
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